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ood webs often share structural features such as the existence
of an upper limit to the number of trophic levels (1, 2), the
relationship between the number of species and the number of
feeding interactions (3–5), and the occurrence of highly repeated
structural modules (6–8). These similarities occur despite enormous variation in constituent species and abiotic settings, which
is rather surprising and suggests the existence of common fundamental organizing processes (1, 9, 10). It is still an open
question, however, what these processes are and what their relative importance is for the structure of food webs (9, 11–14).
For example, simple food web models that take into account one
or two niche dimensions can account for a surprisingly large number
of structural features found in empirical food webs (5, 9, 10).
However, it is still debated which dimensions of niche space are
actually responsible for food web structure (15). Evidence suggests
that the number of dimensions is low (16) and that some traits, such
as body size, play a major role in structuring food webs (17–20). This
makes sense, because body size and other key traits often determine
the strength of predator–prey interactions (21–23). However, these
traits are not fixed within populations. Intraspecific variation in
phenotypes is pervasive, and such variation affects predator–prey
dynamics and ecological processes through nonlinear relationships
between traits and their ecological functions (24–30). However,
while both genetic and phenotypic variation are commonplace
within populations, how this variation scales up from individuals and
populations to communities and food webs is largely unknown.
Here, we build a mechanistic understanding of how intraspecific
phenotypic variation structures food webs by integrating processes
across levels of biological organization. We make general theoretical predictions about food web structure that we test against a
global dataset of well-resolved food webs. We show that phenotypic variation determines diet breadth, which generates common
patterns in species connectivity and trophic level in most food
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1703864114

webs. Our approach fosters a deeper understanding of the underlying processes leading to the emergence of widely pervasive
food web structural patterns.
Phenotypic Variation and Predator Connectivity
We first explored the relationship between intake (foraging)
rates, predator connectivity (i.e., the number of prey items), interaction strengths, and phenotypic variation. We assumed that
predator–prey interactions are controlled by one or a few
quantitative, and hence normally distributed, functional traits
(e.g., body mass, SI Appendix, Appendix A) (24, 27, 31, 32). We
also assumed a multispecies type II functional response, and the
existence of an optimal predator trait value (Xopt) at which its
attack rate is maximal and its handling time is minimal, in such a
way that the attack rate decreases and the handling time increases away from that optimum (22, 24, 27, 31–33) (SI Appendix,
Appendix A). Under these assumptions, the mean intake rate of a
predator for a given prey i, fi, can be written as follows:
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where the functions α and η are the attack rate and handling time
of the predator, respectively, pðx, x, σ 2 Þ is the underlying trait
distribution, Ri is the density of the ith prey, and C is the predator
density (SI Appendix, Appendix A).
This model thus incorporates the effect of intraspecific trait
variation on foraging rates through its effect on attack rate and
handling time. The squared distance between the mean trait
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Food webs (i.e., networks of species and their feeding interactions)
share multiple structural features across ecosystems. The factors
explaining such similarities are still debated, and the role played by
most organismal traits and their intraspecific variation is unknown.
Here, we assess how variation in traits controlling predator–prey
interactions (e.g., body size) affects food web structure. We show
that larger phenotypic variation increases connectivity among predators and their prey as well as total food intake rate. For predators
able to eat only a few species (i.e., specialists), low phenotypic variation maximizes intake rates, while the opposite is true for consumers with broader diets (i.e., generalists). We also show that
variation sets predator trophic level by determining interaction
strengths with prey at different trophic levels. Merging these results,
we make two general predictions about the structure of food webs:
(i) trophic level should increase with predator connectivity, and (ii)
interaction strengths should decrease with prey trophic level. We
confirm these predictions empirically using a global dataset of
well-resolved food webs. Our results provide understanding of the
processes structuring food webs that include functional traits and
their naturally occurring variation.
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Fig. 1. Intake rate for a predator with each of the species consumed or potentially consumed ordered by increasing phenotypic mismatch (d2 = 1 to d2 =
25) for increasing levels of phenotypic variation. (A) σ 2 = 0 and (B) σ 2 = 7. We
assumed interactions did not occur if foraging rates were smaller than 0.001
(e.g., Fig. 1A). For details on all other parameters, see SI Appendix, Appendix A.

value and the optimal trait value, d2, or phenotypic mismatch,
can be seen as a measure of maladaptation. Indeed, when the
phenotypic mismatch is small (x ∼ x ; thus, d2 ∼ 0), small phenotypic variation leads to larger attack rates and smaller handling
times, which results in larger foraging rates. The opposite is true
when the phenotypic mismatch is large (x > x or x < x ; thus,
d2 > 0). In this latter case, lower mismatch indicates greater potential for specialization on a given prey item.
Many predators can consume a diverse array of prey types (34,
35), most of which will have different sets of traits, evolutionary
histories, and, consequently, different levels of phenotypic mismatch with a particular predator (36, 37). Using Eq. 1, we calculated the predator’s intake rate for sets of potential hypothetical
prey that vary in traits and mismatch (SI Appendix, Appendix A). By
assessing how large the foraging rates of a predator are with each of
its potential prey items, it is possible to assess how many connections that predator has and how strong those connections are (Fig.
1). Two patterns emerge from this analysis: (i) increasing phenotypic mismatch decreases overall intake rate, and (ii) increasing
phenotypic variation increases predator connectivity by allowing the
predator to prey upon an increasingly large set of prey items (Fig.
1). Large levels of phenotypic variation thus result in larger potential sets of edible prey. Moreover, total intake rate (i.e., the sum
of all intake rates across all edible species) increases with phenotypic variation up to a certain point (Fig. 2; analytic details in SI
Appendix, Appendix B), further suggesting that larger levels of
phenotypic variation may benefit predators by increasing connectivity and gross energy gain. Of course, our results assume similar
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prey densities across levels of phenotypic mismatch. We notice that
predators may be able to obtain adequate energy intake for prey
with which they are highly mismatched if those prey are abundant,
in which case the reported effects of phenotypic variation may be
less important.
Predators with small prey sets (specialists) do exist in nature
(38), suggesting that low phenotypic variation may confer benefits
in some settings. Indeed, our model indicates that, for predators
that are constrained to prey upon smaller sets of species, smaller
phenotypic variation leads to higher total intake rates (Fig. 2, zone
I). In contrast, species with larger levels of phenotypic variation
obtain larger total intake rates when they prey upon larger number
of prey items (Fig. 2, zone III). Finally, intermediate phenotypic
variation maximizes total intake rates when the potential number
of prey is also intermediate (Fig. 2, zone II; see SI Appendix, Appendix B, for further exploration of parameter space). These results
are driven by variation in the attack rate and they can also be
obtained assuming no variation in the handling time or no handling
time at all (SI Appendix, Appendix B).
These results provide a mechanistic explanation for the occurrence of two important ecological patterns: weak interaction
strengths and diet specialization. First, we provide a simple
mechanism by which predators can achieve large numbers of weak
interactions without decreasing total intake rate, as phenotypic variation may be traded off with specialization to maintain adequate energy
intake. Thus, large amounts of phenotypic variation can lead to
weaker interaction strengths (27), which mostly stabilize food webs (7).
Second, generalists and specialists can be defined in terms of how
much intraspecific variation they have. Predators that prey upon few
prey items (specialists) may maintain large enough total intake rates
through low levels of phenotypic variation (large attack rates and low
handling times, and thus large foraging rates with few prey items),
while predators that prey upon large numbers of species (generalists) may maintain sufficient intake rates through greater phenotypic
variation, resulting from smaller intakes from many different species
(through small attack rates but large handling times with more
prey items).
Variation and Predator Trophic Level
We assessed how phenotypic variation can determine predator trophic level and, through that, impact the structure of
whole food
P webs. In the classic definition of trophic level
(TLj = 1 + N
i=1 pij TLi), TLi is the trophic level of prey i, and pij is
the proportional contribution of prey i to the diet of predator j

Fig. 2. Total intake rate (sum of intake rates over all species consumed for a
given predator) for three levels of phenotypic variation. Gray zones (I–III)
represent the range of possible prey items at which low variation maximizes
total intake (I), intermediate levels of variation maximize intake (II), or large
levels of variation do (III) (details in SI Appendix, Appendix B).
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where the intake rates (fi) are as in Eq. 1.
To understand the effect of phenotypic variation on trophic level,
we analyzed a three-species system with a basal resource, a consumer, and an intraguild predator (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Appendix
C). For simplicity, we focused on the case where predators only

differ in whom they eat and their levels of phenotypic variation and
mismatch, but different assumptions do not change our results (SI
Appendix, Appendix C). In such case, it is possible to numerically
solve the model for different levels of phenotypic variation for a
focal species, and then find the equilibrium trophic level of that
species and plot it against the amount of phenotypic variation considered. We separate the analyses into two distinct scenarios: (i) a
scenario where the phenotypic mismatch of the focal predator, d2, is
smaller for relatively low trophic level species than for relatively high
trophic level species (i.e., a situation where predators in the food
web rely more heavily on basal organisms but also can prey upon
relatively high trophic level organisms whenever their phenotypic
variation is large enough, Fig. 3A), and (ii) the reverse scenario
where the phenotypic mismatch is smaller for relatively high trophic
level species than for relatively low trophic level species (Fig. 3B).
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(2). Noting that pij can be written as the intake rate of species j when
consuming species i divided by the sum of the intake rates across all
species consumed, we rewrote the trophic level of species j (here C)
as a function of intake rates (SI Appendix, Appendix C):

Fig. 3. (Top row) Diagrams depicting the cases analyzed (case 1: A; case 2: B), with black balls representing prey, red balls representing the focal top
predator, and arrows representing feeding interactions (thickness = strength). (Second row) How trophic level of the top species (red) changes with phenotypic variation whenever the predator relies more heavily on the bottom species (d2bottom = 0) than on the intermediate species (d2interm = 2) (C), and vice
versa (D). (Third row) Predicted relationship between trophic level and predator connectivity for the first case (E), and the second case (F). (Bottom row)
Predicted relationship between the trophic level of a prey item and the interaction strength of that particular interaction for the first case (G), and the second
case (H). All parameters are as in the second row, and we used the same threshold for interactions as in Fig. 1.
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In this three-species omnivory module, we found that the trophic
level of the focal (top) predator increases with phenotypic variation
when the predator relies more heavily on the relatively low trophiclevel species (Fig. 3C), and decreases with variation when the
predator relies more on the relatively high trophic-level species (Fig.
3D). When the top predator relies more heavily on the low trophiclevel species, phenotypic variation increases the predator’s trophic
level because its intake increasingly depends on preying upon the
intermediate consumer (Fig. 3C). In contrast, phenotypic variation
decreases trophic level when the predator is more heavily dependent
on relatively high trophic-level species because the predator’s intake
of the more basal species increases with variation (Fig. 3D).
Predicting the Effects of Trait Variation on Food Web
Structural Patterns
Considering how variation jointly affects species connectivity and
trophic level, our approach makes two general predictions as to

how variation may determine food web structural properties. The
first prediction involves the expected relationship between trophic
level and connectivity in food webs: because both trophic level and
the number of prey items change with phenotypic variation, we can
plot them against each other (Fig. 3 E and F; see SI Appendix,
Appendix C, for details). When predators can hunt at multiple
trophic levels but rely more heavily on relatively low trophic-level
species (case 1, Fig. 3A), our approach predicts a saturating, concave down relationship between trophic level and the number of
prey items (Fig. 3E and SI Appendix, Appendix C). When predators
are mostly dependent on relatively high trophic-level prey (case 2,
Fig. 3B), our approach predicts a decreasing sigmoidal relationship
between trophic level and number of prey items (Fig. 3F).
For interaction strengths, our approach predicts in case 1 (i.e.,
predators that rely more heavily on basal resources) a decrease in
interaction strengths with an increase in the trophic level of the
prey items consumed (Fig. 3G), and the opposite would happen for

Fig. 4. As predicted, the trophic level of species in 58 empirical food webs show a saturating increase with the number of prey items, although food webs
vary in how fast that saturation occurs. Gray dots are the values for both quantities in each species of the food web. Red lines are best fit lines with 95%
prediction lines in dashed black. Food web names in order of appearance in SI Appendix, Appendix E.
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Testing the Predicted Food Web Structural Patterns
We used 58 of the best-resolved aquatic and terrestrial food webs
currently available from around the globe to test the predictions of
our theoretical approach (Fig. 4, map, and SI Appendix, Appendix
E, Table S1). Some of these food webs are well known and have
been used previously to understand both food web structure (4, 8,
9) and dynamics (39), but most have not (taken from Interaction
Web DataBase and GlobalWeb food web database). To test our
first prediction (Fig. 3 E and F), we used binary food webs, which
record only the presence or absence of an interaction, rather than
its strength. In such cases, we calculated P
the trophic level of all
species in the food webs using TLj = 1 + N
i=1 pij TLi. For binary
food webs, we followed previous studies (4, 8, 9, 39) and assumed
all pij values to be uniformly equal for all of the prey items of a
given predator (pij = 1/number of prey items). To test our second
prediction, we used a subset of these food webs for which there is
an empirical measure of how prey impact their predators, our
proxy for interaction strengths, as estimated by the researchers that
originally collected the data (SI Appendix, Appendix D and Appendix E, Table S1).
Consistent with our first scenario, we found that all food webs
analyzed show a saturating increase in trophic level with the number
of prey items consumed per species, although food webs vary in how
fast saturation occurs (Fig. 4). In some cases, the increase occurs

very slowly (e.g., Fig. 4, Top Left), while in some others it occurs
very quickly (e.g., Fig. 4, Bottom Left), immediately saturating from
trophic level 1 to trophic level 2. This result suggests that most if not
all consumers in these food webs may rely more heavily on basal
species or species with lower trophic levels than on upper trophic
level species, as per our model (Fig. 3 A and E).
Because of this result, we would expect interaction strengths, or
the impact of prey on their predators, to decrease with the trophic
level of the prey (Fig. 3G). We regressed the interaction strength of
each pairwise interaction against the trophic level of the prey for all
predator–prey pairs in each food web for which such information
was available (Fig. 5). Our results show that interaction strengths
do decrease with the trophic level of the prey species in most (16 of
18) cases, consistent with our prediction.
Discussion
Our results provide a mechanistic understanding of how traits and
trait variation determines food web structure, thus addressing longstanding questions regarding the processes underpinning such
structure. Our study connects ecological processes across multiple
levels of biological organization, linking individuals and their traits
to communities, and generates predictions about food web structure that are consistent with real food webs from around the world.
We showed that phenotypic variation plays a key role in determining the number and strength of predator–prey interactions
a given predator can have. The relationship between variation
and diet breadth is not necessarily new. In fact, the classic niche
variation hypothesis (NVH) (40) posits that higher morphological variation arises in species with larger diet breadths as a
consequence of a release in interspecific competition. The NVH
thus also suggests the existence of a positive relationship between diet breath and variation. Our approach, however, assumes that larger variation is the cause, not the consequence, of
larger diet breaths, as it allows species to successfully consume
larger sets of potential prey. We also show that this variation can
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Fig. 5. As predicted by theory, the trophic level of a given prey type is generally negatively related to the interaction strength with that prey across predators in the
food web (gray dots). Red lines represent predictions of a linear regression with 95% confidence intervals (gray shaded regions). We observed that, in all but two cases (G
and R), the relationship between the two variables is significantly negative (P < 0.001). (A) Alvarado, slope = −0.10 ± 0.01 SE; (B) Angola, slope = −0.13 ± 0.02 SE; (C) Braço
Morto, slope = −0.07 ± 0.01 SE; (D) Cádiz, slope = −0.09 ± 0.02 SE; (E) Chesapeake, slope = −0.08 ± 0.12 SE; (F) Corrente, slope = −0.12 ± 0.05 SE; (G) Huizache, slope =
+0.06 ± 0.07 SE, P = 0.376; (H) Itaipú (83–87), slope = −0.08 ± 0.01 SE; (I) Itaipú (88–92), slope = −0.10 ± 0.02 SE; (J) Mondego, slope = −0.10 ± 0.02 SE; (K) Northern
California, slope = −0.23 ± 0.04 SE; (L) Onca, slope = −0.11 ± 0.01 SE; (M) Paraná, slope = −0.11 ± 0.02 SE; (N) Reef, slope = −0.08 ± 0.01 SE; (O) Scotia Sea,
slope = −0.07 ± 0.01 SE; (P) St. Marks, slope = −0.13 ± 0.02 SE; (Q) St. Martin, slope = −0.15 ± 0.02 SE; (R) UK Grassland, slope = +0.08 ± 0.05 SE, P = 0.097.
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predators that depend on more higher trophic-level species (case 2,
Fig. 3H). These last predictions are a consequence of the relationship between trophic level and phenotypic variation: when
predators rely more heavily on basal resources, their interaction
strength is large with the basal resource (because of their smaller
phenotypic mismatch; Fig. 3A) but small with high trophic-level
species (because of larger mismatch), leading to decreasing interaction strengths across trophic levels (Fig. 3G). The opposite
happens when top consumers are more dependent on relatively
high trophic-level prey than more basal resources (Fig. 3 B and H).

factors, both biotic and abiotic. For example, natural selection can
reduce variation in a trait, with effects on the feeding behavior of
entire species (48). Also, increasing temperature can lead to a reduction in mean body size in ectotherms, a pattern known as the
temperature–size rule (49), and these reductions in mean size can
be accompanied by reductions in size variation (50). Both mean
body size (17, 19, 51) and phenotypic variation can affect food web
structure, so our results imply that temperature shifts may lead to
rearrangements in food web structure through their effect on both
the mean and variance of body size.
Overall, phenotypic variation in traits associated with foraging
can explain important food web structural patterns by influencing predator connectivity, trophic level, and the relationship
between these two with interaction strengths. Our results have
important consequences for food web structure and dynamics in
the context of increasing global temperatures, as both body size
and its variation can change with temperature, potentially leading to structural rearrangements in food webs.

be maintained in the population, even though it reduces the intake
the species could have from any given prey, because it maximizes
the total intake rate under certain conditions (Fig. 2). A recent
empirical study shows that increasing morphological variation in
gill rake size and other consumption-related traits lead to larger
isotopic variation in the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus
aculeatus), indicative of wider diet breaths (41), which supports our
results in a specific predator–prey system.
We also showed that phenotypic variation can affect the trophic level of a consumer and, through this, the architecture of
the entire network of interacting species. This finding is consistent with a recent empirical study in perch (Perca fluviatilis) that
demonstrated that trophic level is tightly related to individual
dietary variation within populations (42). Along these lines, trait
matching has been empirically observed to predict important
structural patterns in mutualistic networks (43), predator–prey
body size ratios influence food web structure and stability (44–
47), and genetic variation can increase food web complexity in
systems consisting of insect herbivores and different genotypes of
plants (30). Together, these results show how traits, their variation, and their genetic basis can thus play an important role in
determining food web structure and assembly.
A potential implication of our results is that changes in phenotypic variation may have profound effects on both the structure and
the dynamics of food webs. Such changes can occur due to several
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